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For la<;t several years, we have been studying plasma 

matetial interaction with high flux ion beam device with the 

flux of about 1022 m-2s- l
, which is about two or~"S of 

magnitude higher than conventional mass-analysed ion beam 

device and is close to actual ion flux to plasma facing 

materials. Although new findings on graphite erosion 

characteristics by high flux beam irradiation were 

obtained[ 1.2], this high flux device CIDl be operated only in a 

pulsed mO<."b « 4 sec ) and it is not suitable for the study of 

plasma material interaction in a steady state. For this purpose. 

we have developed a new ion source device with tIio(~ 

sphelical electrodes (Hi FIT, High Flux Irradiation Test stand), 

which is shown in Fig.l. 

Spherical Electrode 

Fig. l. Schematic view of Hi FIT (High Flux Inadiation Test 

stand). 

High density source plasma is produced by ECR 

discharge with 2.45 GHz microwave in a plasma production 

chamber. Maximum magnetic field of about 2.0 kG can be 

applied In generaL plasma density is incrca.<;cd with 

microwave input power until its saturation value. This 

saturation value increa<;es with magnetic tield in higher 

magnetic field than the resonant field (875 G). This suggests 

that non-resonant plasma production mechanism might be 

effective. 

To obtain unifonn plasma on sphelical electrode 

( effective diameter of 15 em ), high density plasma is diflilsed 

into a plasma diffusion chamber where permanent magnets are 

attached outsid: to form line cusp field Unifonn plasma 
density was obtained at the position I cm from the electrode. 
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Dischrge gas wa'> fed near the microwave input win<i)w. The 

gas pressure in the plasma siffusion chamber can be reduced to 

about 1.5 mTorr for hydrogen discharge. 

Broad ion beam is focused geometlically by multi

aperture triode spherical electrode whose efIective diameter and 
radius of curvature are 15 cm and 60 em, respectively. 

Maximum accelerntion and receleration voltages are 6 keY. 

For relatively high energy ion beam extraction ( > 1 keY ) 

ckxeleration voltage is kept lower than acceleration voltage, 

while for low energy beam extrdction ( < 1 keY) higher 

deceleration voltage is applied to obtain high flux beam. 

Beam power on-axis measured by calorimeter at the focal 

point is shown in Fig. 2 for hydrogen discharges with the gas 

pressure of 2 mTorr. 
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Fig. 2. Beam power density on-axis at a focal point P"" as a 

function of acceleration current. The ratio of deceleration 

voltage to acceleration voltage is fixed at 0.2. 

For the acceleration voltage Van' of 1.5 kV and 2.0 kV, P axi; 

increases almost linearly with accclemtion current lace until it 

shows saturation over some critical value of face. This clitical 

locc is about 450 mA for Yace of 1.5 k Y and about 700 rnA for 

Yacc of 2.0 kYo These clitical I~<:<: are roughly proportional to 

Va,.,,3:2 . Since I~H'c is limited to about 1300 mA (ue to power 

supply limitation, P ax is for Vacc of 3.0 kY roes not show 

saturntion. According to the scaling of the critical Tac" oc 
Y 3/2 the critical I .. for V ., of 3.0 kV could be around 1300 
m~~. ~o fur maximnl~:n pO\\;~~ density for Vacc of 3.0 kY is 

about 70 W/cm 2
, which com:sponds to the equivalent current 

density of about 23 mA/em2
• [n this case, hydrogen flux is 

about ~ 1.5 x 1021 H/m 2s, if all of ions are II' . 
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